Importance of Small Businesses Small Businesses Statistics
Made up for little more than half of the US private sector workforce. Paid 44% of the total US private payroll Paid 44% of the total US private payroll. Generated 64% of new jobs. Out-produced large businesses in innovation.
• Applied for patents 13 times more per employee than large firms.
Strategic Sourcing vs. Small Businesses
Strategic Sourcing generally involves procurements Large in scope or volume; Geographically dispersed customers; and High in dollar value.
Consolidation, not Bundling
Consolidation -takin on previousl erformed actions g p y under two or more separate contracts, and combines them into one contract.
Reduces the number of available contract opportunities Reduces the number of available contract opportunities Narrows the potential pool of vendors Benefits must be documented, justified and approved prior to being implemented Bundling -FAR 2.101 consolidates "two or more g ( ) procurement requirements for goods or services previously provided or performed under separate, small contracts into a solicitation o o f n ra t l l solicitation of offers for a single contract that is unlikely to be suitable for award to a small business concern due to:
1. The diversity, size or specialized nature of the elements of the performance specified; 2. The aggregate dollar value of the anticipated award; 3. The geographical dispersion of the contract performance sites; or 4. Any combination of these factors" Washington Report -"Strategic Sourcing is nothing more than an effort to limit the number of sellers of goods and services to a very select few, none of which, if present trends continue, will be small, independe trends continue, will be small, independe p dealers…simply a more severe version of contract bundling . • Increase of 12% in prime contract awards
• Only 8 of 15 Cabinet-level agencies met the Government-wide goal of 23% of total contract dollars awarded to small businesses Incorporate agency's small business subcontracting goals into the contract.
Levera e ast erformance as an evaluation factor relative to the rime g p p , p contractor's ability to comply with its proposed small business subcontracting goals on prior contracts similar in size, scope and complexity.
Use performance-based contracting and performance incentives.
Leverage contract option clauses contingent on compliance with small business subcontracting goals.
100% set-aside GWACs
Incor orate a enc 's small business g y subcontracting goals into the contract.
FAR 19.702, purchases > SAT must agree to include small businesses to the maximum extent practicable.
FAR 52.219-9 instructs contractors to submit contracting lans that clearl define the ercenta e and total dollars set y g aside for a small business.
Better Way for Small Business Inclusion
Incor orate a enc 's small business g y subcontracting goals into the contract. VAAR 819.704 -subcontracting goals must be commensurate with the annual VA SDVOSB/VO me contracting goal for the total value of planned VA SDVOSB/VOSB prime contracting goal for the total value of planned subcontracts.
DTAR rovides bonus score when ro osals include a mentor-roté é g arrangement with a small business. Levera e ast performance as an evaluation factor g p , relative to the prime contractor's ability to comply with its proposed small business subcontracting goals on prior contracts similar in s a y contracts similar in size, scope and complexity.
Request and evaluate certified letters from previous contracts as part of their past performance evaluation past performance evaluation.
More weight on this factor = greater compliance Agency requirement of certification for an annual deliverable.
Use performance-based contracting p g and performance incentives.
Subcontracting accountability by withholding a small percentage (~1%) of the total subcontracting dollars (vs. total contract) from the contractor until they provide evidence total contract) from the contractor until they provide evidence of their subcontracting efforts. 
